HOUSE OF LIES

The family secret – The horrific truth they tried to bury
Cihan and Aylin’s family is torn apart in this gripping drama
when their daughter’s suspicions about her father’s affair lead
to her killing the maid’s daughter, burdening them with a
gruesome secret which could destroy them all.
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HOUSE OF LIES
The Firtinas appear to be a perfectly happy and respectable family. Aylin is a successful
lawyer and her husband Cihan an academic set to become a professor. But an illicit
relationship and a suspicious daughter trigger the collapse of the facade in a moment
of fury, leaving a terrible secret to tear them apart.

The maid Gulsum is devastated by the disappearance of her daughter and after time
passes the police become involved in the search for her. While Cemre is falling apart
psychologically, her brother Mert is also shattered at Inci going missing. The two of
them were secretly in love.

The trouble starts when Cihan’s daughter Cemre hears him whispering to what she
realizes is a secret lover. Despite her father denying the affair, Cemre’s suspicions
multiply. When she sees her father embracing Inci, the daughter of the family maid
Gulsum, Cemre becomes convinced that she is his girlfriend.

When the body is finally found, having been reburied in woodland far away, the
detective who takes charge of the investigation is the Firtina family friend Bulent – a
former sweetheart of Aylin. As well as hiding the truth about the murder, Cihan and
Aylin must also contend with the demands of their lovers.

Her simmering anger boils over on the day of a party at home to celebrate Cihan
earning his professorship. Inci is like a sister to Cemre, her brother Mert and younger
sister Melisa, but Cemre is consumed by rage over the apparent betrayal and
confronts her in a secluded part of the house.

While the affairs tear away at their marriage, Cihan and Aylin are bound together by
their gruesome secret and must stick together as partners in crime to conceal the
truth and protect their daughter.

Cemre refuses to believe Inci’s denial of an affair and attacks her furiously. The
commotion attracts Cihan’s attention and he comes running to see the distraught
Cemre and the bloodied body of Inci. Efforts to resuscitate her fail and he can only
look on in astonishment and ask Cemre, “what have you done?”
In truth, Cihan loved Inci like a daughter. They only embraced as he thanked her for
her gift to congratulate him on his professorship. In fact, unknown to his wife Aylin,
he is having an affair with the beautiful host of the TV show on which he appears as
a pundit.
Cihan summons Aylin home and when she sees what Cemre has done, the parents
work out how to handle the situation. Fearing the truth would destroy their daughter
and family, they conspire to conceal the truth. That night, after the party, they wrap
Inci’s corpse in a black bag and bury it in the garden.
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